Metric System Quiz With Answers
name a miss is as good as 1.61 kilometers! (worksheets) - metric unit objectives at the end of this unit,
the student will: explain the metric system. identify which metric units are used to measure length, area,
mass, volume, and temperature. select the appropriate metric unit for a given problem. state of utah intended
learning objectives covered in this unit 1. the metric system & converting practice & review sheet - the
metric system & converting practice & review sheet name the metric base unit: 1. distance meter 2. volume
liter 3. mass gram convert the following measurements (write down both the question and answer in your
notebook): metric system handout/worksheet integrated science 1 ... - metric system
handout/worksheet 8/14 integrated science 1 redwood high school name: period: ! background the system of
measurement used today by scientists in all countries of the world is called the metric system. the metric
system is a decimal system, meaning it is based on the number ten and multiples of ten, such as 100 and
1000. name the metric system - grants pass school district - english system in many ways. people all
over the world recognized how good it was, and it has spread to almost every country. this way of measuring is
often called the metric system, but its official name is the system international, a french term meaning
“international system”. it is sometimes simply called si. metric system calculations - rn - metric system
calculations many of the calculations needed in nursing practice relate to the metric system. below are two
simple ways to remember some of the key calculations grams – milligrams – micrograms for converting grams
to milligrams to micrograms follow these simple rules 1. determine which amount is larger metric conversion
worksheet - trousdale county schools - 18. if you have a volume of 10 ml and a mass of 100 kg, what is
the density? 19. if you have a mass of 50 g and a density of 2 g/ml, what is the volume? metric system
basics - student resources home page - metric system basics units of volume review page 3 and answer
the questions below. 1. what is the base unit of measure for volume in the metric system? liter 2. how many
milliliters are there in one liter? 1,000 3. what number system is the metric system based on? decimal 4. how
many deciliters are there in one liter? 10 5. metric system worksheet - orange coast college - 1) the
english system stems from historical necessities in europe and is primarily only used by the united states
today, and by many engineers. for example, the foot may have been defined by the actual length of a king’s
foot at the time! 2) the metric system is used by most of the rest of the world and is the primary system used
by scientists.
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